
5th Six Weeks - 2019-20

Middle School

Spanish
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Spanish Grade 7 Spanish Grade 8 Honors Spanish III AP Spanish IV
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Stem-changing verbs 

Negation                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

Prepositions                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

Possessives                                                                                                                                                                                     

House and chores              

Chile

Holidays and making plans 

for a party                        

Preterit verbs                   

Pensar                                  

Direct object pronouns  

Present progressive  

Past subjunctive                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

AP list of personal 

characteristics                    

Perfect tenses                         

Present  and pluperfect 

subjunctive                  

Readings - Marquez. Allende, 

Borges                               

Future, future perfect, and 

subjunctives                              

Adverbs                                 

Para  vs Por
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Discuss family members             

Express ownership      

Discuss household chores  

Survey class regarding 

holiday plans                  

Discuss events in the past                                     

Make plans                    

Interview others                  

Recognize and use a variety 

of subjunctive forms                             

Conduct surveys and 

interview                       

Analyzing literature 

Discussing themes  

Increasing listening skills                            

Writing essays in AP style   
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Create a family photo album                                                                                                                                                                                        

Design a dream house                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

Give a Virtual Tour of a 

home 

Create a calendar with 

holidays marked               

Create a verb mobile     

Create a Task Chart for the 

upcoming school 

anniversary  

Design a t-shirt with "If I 

could…"                             

Write an essay on "If I had a 

million dollars.."                                                                                                                          

Create a list of your top 10 

regrets  

Write a declaration of love  for 

Facebook                              

Write an essay on a strong 

woman figure  
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What are major landmarks of 

Chile?                              

How would you describe 

your home?                   

Plan the next family birthday 

event                                       

How does a Spanish-

speaker express events in 

the past?                                                                                 

Discuss the Dominican 

Republic                

How does a Spanish-

speaker express regrets?                      

What would you do with a 

million dollars?                    

What makes a strong 

woman? Man?                        

What are some themes 

common to authors?              

What are elements of formal 

writing?
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Encourage students to 

create flashcards and study 

vocabulary daily                          

Read aloud daily

Encourage students to study 

vocabulary daily                                                                                                                                                   

Encourage students to make 

and study verb charts daily                           

Teach vocabulary 

Encourage students to 

create verb charts and 

review daily                   

Encourage daily vocabulary 

review                           

Encourage reading   

Encourage students to read 

daily                                   

Encourage students to keep 

story boards /theme charts                         

Encourage vocabulary review


